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JORDAN - 4N/5D

ITINERARY

Itinerary:

Day 1: Queen Alia Airport – Amman
Meet and assist at Queen Alia International Airport by our
representative. Transfer to hotel in Amman for overnight.

Day 2 : Amman   – Madaba – Mt. Nebo– Dead  Sea  – Amman
After breakfast, drive to Madaba city of mosaics to visit St. George
church and the ancient mosaic of the holy land. Continue to Mt.
Nebo from where Moses viewed the Promised Land. then proceed to
the lowest point of the world “the Dead Sea”, free time at leisure
and swimming , and try the muddy sand on your skin. You will be
pleasantly surprised to find that you cannot but float on the water,
due to the high quantity of salt in it, then back to Amman for
overnight .

Day 3: Petra visit  - Petra kitchen
After breakfast visit Petra the home of the Nabataea’s; the complete
city carved in a mountain with the huge colourful rocks that called
“the red rose city”. The tour will start by crossing the “siq” lined
with mountains in multiple colors up to the treasury; the pride of all
Jordanian, The royal tomb, theatre, the high place of sacrifice and
roman soldier tombs, then@ 6:30 pm enjoy a night cuisine course
and meal at the Petra kitchen. Petra Kitchen has a relaxed, informal
atmosphere where you'll prepare an evening meal, working
alongside local women under the supervision of a chef. This includes
soup, cold and hot Mezza and salads, a main course and takes home
recipes, back to hotel for overnight in Petra.

https://beleast.com/travel/asia/jordan/jordan-4n5d/
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Day 4: Petra –    Wadi Rum   - Amman
Breakfast at the hotel, drive to Wadi Rum; “valley of the moon” and
explore the amazing desert by Bedouin 4x4 Jeep for 2 hours inner
the desert . Then back to Amman for overnight.

Day 5 : Amman  – Queen Alia Airport
After breakfast, transfer to Queen Alia International Airport for
departure


